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a year's overview

WHERE WE ARE
NOW
Dear Alumni - We come to you with an
annual report unlike any other we have
delivered in over forty years of
existence.
Along with our country and state,
Charlotte-Mecklenburg was brought to
its knees by health, economic and
inequality pandemics. Lives were lost,
communities suffered, and we all were
forced to deal with the realities of
waves of anguish and despair.
Leadership Charlotte faced our
challenges head on. Why? Because
that’ s what we do. Our mission is to
develop and enhance volunteer
community leadership by providing a
diverse group of emerging and existing
leaders with the opportunity to
increase their community knowledge,
civic network and service to the
community.
We exist to provide intentional ways to
allow diverse groups of people to learn
and grow together for the benefit of the
community. We do not have the luxury
of picking the challenges we will face.
We cannot control that. We can only
control who we choose to join us in the
journey, and how we will grow together.
Leadership Charlotte faced our
challenges head on. How? Because our
board President, Men Tchaas Ari (LC32)
started from a place of hope and
relationships. Because we have a Board
of committed individuals who worked
hard to maintain stability and increased
their annual donations by 54%. Because
we have a staff of the highest caliber
who believe in our mission.
Earlier this summer, we concluded an
unforgettable year in the life of
Leadership Charlotte with some timehonored, traditional routines – not just
one, but two closing weekend retreats
(LC42 and a make-up for LC41), a

graduation and an annual meeting.
In this prolonged season layered with
crises and hardship, we were grateful to
complete and celebrate the end of the
LC41 and LC42 in familiar ways. All
these events were filled with hope and
resilience.
As we reflect on the year, we’re tallying
up the challenges faced, lessons
learned, and obstacles overcome with
you in mind. We recognize that our
hard-earned surviving and thriving in
2020-21 would not have been possible
without your partnership. Whether you
are an alumnus, a community or
corporate partner or just an interested
Charlottean, we thank you for your
support and enduring commitment to
our great mission.
The artwork on the cover of this report
is a piece entitled, Cultivating
Leadership, created by Charlotte’s own
Irisol Gonzales, an award-winning fine
artist and muralist. Inspired by your
generosity and commitment, we
commissioned this piece to visualize the
resilience and hope demonstrated when
community leaders like yourselves
invest in the development and growth of
leadership despite difficult
circumstances. We hope you enjoy it as
much as we do.
As the summer concludes, please know
that we are gearing up for another year
of programming with LC43, Encounter
Charlotte and you, our alumni. We look
forward to connecting with you as we
(hopefully) re-emerge from quarantine.
Please be in touch if there are ways we
can support you.
With much gratitude and hope,

FINANCAL HIGHLIGHTS
2020 - 2021

REVENUE

Nineteen percent of Leadership Charlotte's annual operating revenue comes from giving. In
2020-2021 annual giving totaled approximately $86,000.
100% of Board of Directors members gave to the Annual Fund, accounting for 60% of the
total amount. Alumni accounted for 40%.
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Scholarships which
provide 30% of class
financial assistance

Approximately $75,000
or 50% discount
provided to 1/2 of each
class

The Annual Fund is so vital to
Leadership Charlotte and we need
alumni support through giving.
ACCESS

SCHOLARSHIPS ENSURE GREATER DIVERSITY BY BRINGING LEADERS
OF ALL BACKGROUNDS TOGETHER
Did you know every Leadership Charlotte at-large participant receives a 50%
discount on actual tuition cost? We want to ensure access to our programs,
regardless of socio-economic means. Such diversity is fundamental to the
Leadership Charlotte experience.
We also provide 15% of annual participants with additional financial assistance.
To meet this need, Leadership Charlotte awarded more than $120,500 in
scholarships over the past 10 years. Contributors to the Annual Fund can take
pride in both statistics.

CONNECTIONS

ALUMNI PROGRAMMING KEEPS LEADERS CONNECTED WITH THE
COMMUNITY AND ONE ANOTHER
Within the busyness of life, one of the goals is to provide a way to keep our
alumni connected to our community and to each other through shared
experiences and great content. Since tuition and fees only fund current-year
programs and operations costs, support from the Annual Fund helps us show up
for alumni so they can show up for the community.

GROWTH

IN ORDER TO SERVE MORE, LEADERSHIP CHARLOTTE MUST
STRENGTHEN ITS CAPACITY THROUGH ADDITIONAL RESOURCES AND
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
What will Leadership Charlotte Class 80 be like?
Ensuring the impact future classes make on our region is paramount to our
mission. Our future financial goals center around sustainability and keeping up
the needs of the organization.
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IMPACTING COMMUNITY
THROUGH GIVING

CHRISTINE EDWARDS
CLASS 42

"I wanted to provide a full scholarship for a young
Charlotte leader to join Leadership Charlotte
without the anxiety of financial constraint because I
was so generously gifted a partial scholarship myself.
Without this support, I wouldn't have discovered
that I was capable of tackling my own goals head-on.
I never thought I would be a member of Leadership
Charlotte because I grew up here and thought I knew
all there was to know about the City but Leadership
Charlotte helped me to not only learn how to be a
better leader and discover true Charlotte gems, it
also helped me to reach the goal of starting my
business and realize the value of leadership through
serving others. I wanted to make sure I paid it
forward."

“Leadership Charlotte will open a new door to its
graduates to begin a new and exciting
engagement in the Charlotte region, helping to
connect the dots to make good things happen in
every community.”

JIM ROGERS
CLASS 1

CLASS 42

Ray Addison II
Go-Station

Alicia Campbell
Atrium Health

Lonni Grattan
Swinerton Builders

Theo Allen
Duke Energy

Leah Mary Campbell
Bradley

Farai Gwata
Wells Fargo

Lorna Allen
City of Charlotte

Kip Clark
Novant Health

Asher Haines
UNC Charlotte

Steven Allison
Moore & Van Allen

LaDonna Collins
Charlotte Regional Business
Alliance

Scott Hinson
McMillan Pazdan Smith

Marie Anderson
Bank of America

Dagmar Damour

Leland Howard
TIAA

Crystal Barnes
Sugar Creek Charter School

Sarah Degnan
Duke Energy

Lakisha Hull
City of Charlotte

Lizz Baxter
Helen Adams Realty

Nikki Bonilla Dragone

Sarah Hutchinson
Charlotte Regional Visitors
Authority

Christine Bedson
CohnReznick LLP
William Blair
CAPTRUST
Khalan Boyer
Red Ventures
Raymondo Brady
Balfour Beatty Construction

Denotes Tuition Partner

Christine Bedson
CohnReznick LLP
Christian Drake
KIPP Charlotte

Amber Jolly
Electrolux (Paid for by Queens
University)

Christine Edwards
Amplify Community Consulting

Drew Kelleher
Turner Construction Co.

Frank Elliott
SouthWood Corporation

Robert Koch
WFAE 90.7
Crystal Lester
Progressive AE

LEADERSHIP CHARLOTTE - CLASS 42

CLASS 42
Russ Little
Strata Project Management
Group
Stacy Lowry
Mecklenburg County
Tricia Magee
US District Courts, Western
District of NC
Marjorie W. Molina

Tanisha R. Reed
McGuire Woods LLP
Mike Sales
Duke Energy
John Shocknesse
CPI Security
Larry Swayne
Central Piedmont Community
College

2020 - 2021
Lauren Thurmond
Michael Tuck
Samet Corporation
Shannon Walker
Sunshine Media
Francine Walton
Mecklenburg County

Denotes Tuition Partner

2020 closing weekend 2.0

CLASS 41 - 2021 CLOSING
WEEKEND

CLOSING WEEKEND WAS AS AMAZING AS THE DOUBLE RAINBOW WE WITNESSED.
ALTHOUGH THE ORDER OF THE LEADERSHIP CHARLOTTE CALENDAR WAS
SIGNIFICANTLY HAMPERED BY COVID-19, THE WAY INCIDENTS UNFOLDED WERE
AMAZING.
EVERYTHING HAPPENS FOR A REASON. BEING ABLE TO EXPERIENCE CLOSING
WEEKEND AFTER WE COMPLETED THE PLANNING AND EXECUTION OF OUR
PROGRAM DAYS MADE THE CLOSING EXPERIENCE THAT MUCH SWEETER.

Veda Stanley (41)

alumni perspective

REFLECTING ON
CLASS 41

ANOKHI SARAIYA
CLASS 41

"When I joined Leadership Charlotte in 2019, I had
just recently moved to Charlotte, and was still
looking for a community to belong to and engage
with. Leadership Charlotte, and LC41 (Best Class
Ever!) provided me with that community, support,
and care. After the pandemic abruptly moved our
experience to the virtual space, the LC team
continued to create meaningful and positive
experiences for growth and learning. And, after
almost a year and a half indoors, when we had the
opportunity to finally participate in our LC Closing
weekend in June 2021, in person, I jumped on the
chance to see friends, reconnect, and re-engage. Our
weekend together was inspired. For me, it was
perfect timing. I needed some nourishment for my
heart and soul after such a tough year, and the
connection, conversations, and celebrations we
shared over the course of the weekend were exactly
what I craved. I truly cherish my time, relationships,
and connections with Leadership Charlotte. There's
a Winne the Pooh excerpt that I love and captures
best the deep connections and relationships
Leadership Charlotte fosters:
"Piglet sidled up to Pooh from behind.
Pooh! he whispered.
Yes, Piglet?
Nothing, said Piglet, taking Pooh's paw.
I just wanted to be sure of you."
Leadership Charlotte connected me with a
community of individuals that I trust deeply, feel
connected to and inspired by, and know will be there
for me if I need them. Nothing can replace that
feeling and sense of belonging, and I am so grateful
for the continued opportunities, like our Closing
Weekend, to keep those connections and
relationships growing. "

LEADERSHIP CHARLOTTE
ALUMNI
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STAFF & BOARD OF DIRECTORS

ELIZABETH MCKEE

DIATRA FULLWOOD

SARAHANNE SMITH

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

DIRECTOF OF ALUMNI &
OPERATIONS

PROGRAM MANAGER

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Men Tchaas Ari (32)
President

Sarah Charles (34)
President-Elect

Melissa Boone (33)
Secretary

Patricke Ward (34)
Treasurer

Zaq Morgan (35)
VP, Alumni & Events

Ibrahim Nasmyth (35)
VP, Partner Relations

Latoya Hubbard (36)
VP, Programs

Dean Thompson (32)
Past-President

Jake House (36)
VP, Marketing

AT-LARGE BOARD MEMBERS
Keith Clark (37)
Adam Greene (31)
Luis Lluberas (36)
Lakeisha Temple (40)

Scott Fligel (34)
Gina Sheridan (32)

EX-OFFICIO
David Smoots (26)

tuition partners
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COMMUNITY
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